1. Name of the candidate: _______________________

2. Name of the centre: _______________________

3. Roll No: _______________________

4. Batch Code: _______________________

5. Date of Exam: _______________________

6. Name of Examination / Test: _______________________

---

CANDIDATE’S SIGNATURE

INVISIBLE’S SIGNATURE

---

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING

1. Please use H.B Pencil for filling up the boxes ☐.

2. Use H.B Pencil to darken the Bubble ⬜.

3. Mark your answer only in the appropriate space against the answer number corresponding to the question you are answering.

---

Wrong Method

Correct Method

---

4. Darken the complete ovals as your response.

5. Do not make any stray marks on the answer sheet.

6. Rough work must not be done on the OMR answer sheet. Use blank page given at the end of the Question Booklet for Rough work.

7. Do not fold or tear/mutilate the OMR answer sheet.

8. All question carry equal marks.

9. Each of the marked correct answer shall be rewarded one (1) mark.

10. Multiple markings are invalid.